
Hidden 
Utilities



Brief Overview
❖ The goal of this project, to expedite surveyal work when new projects are 

proposed.
❖ To provide an open map, for use by Delaware City in completing records
❖ Outlining ways this project can be undertaken



Current Utilities 

Courtesy of: DelCo Auditor GIS 
database. City of Delaware Utilities 
Layer.



Current Utilities
❖ Campus Area; approx. 156.14 acres 
❖ Utilization of a third party Utilities mapping service

➢ Geospatial surveyors

■ Possibilities; more professional, concise assessment of utilities. / Pricey$$

❖ Referencing from B&G diagrams
➢ Tedious, time consuming. Must be knowledgeable to read diagrams

➢ Would involve mapping points by GPS 

■ In house map



Examples of 3rd party surveyal

Ex.

❖ Surveyal work done on UB North
➢ 462 acre campus

➢ Utilization of 8 GPS receivers; surveyal of 1 day (2 surveyal firms)

➢ Mapping done in house

➢ Rates of pricing, likely high 



Referencing from B&G diagrams
❖ Cost effective
❖ Must have a knowledge on reading utility survey maps
❖ Proper location referencing

➢ Whether it be referencing location from diagrams, directly to GIS

➢ Or referencing in the field, with a GPS and surveyor pole, uploaded to a base map wirelessly 

through ArcCollector 



Ex. Utility Map



❖ Time Frame: 
➢ Private Surveyors could do this quickly

■ But $$$

● “pinpointing the RFID markers requires a $1,400 locator from 3M. The model that enables cable detection is $4,000.”\

■ Could be funded through a grant

➢ A student run project, multiple students could delegate locations of campus to focus on mapping 

lines

■ Independent study..?



The indep. Study route
❖ 3-5 students 
❖ One semester [ideally]

➢ Combination of mapping points by gps & creating the map

■ Utilization of UAV imagery (HQ Base)

■ Sub meter GPS receiver 

■ A ‘strolling study’

● Walks of campus verifying/mapping points



Grant option
❖ Write the grant

➢ w / help from Janelle

➢ Estimates of surveyal costs in the area

■ $500 average, though variable [up to $1000]

➢ This option would essentially remove # of people for group application of this project

■ Surveyors would do the mapping during surveyal

■ Combining this with a student made map, and making the records integrated with DelCo 

utilities would be more accurately represented  and be comprehensive. (the profesh work)



WHY???



WHY???

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6s3iLr9uY_A


WHY????

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3wZ3gaywug
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